We shall present the results of inverting the magnetotelluric (MT) data-set that was acquired over the Turquoise Ridge gold mine in Nevada, USA, for a three-dimensional conductivity model of the region surrounding the mine.
Introduction
The Turquoise Ridge mine is an underground gold mine in Nevada, USA, owned by Placer Dome Inc. and Newmont Mining Corporation. The mine contains several ore deposits including the Getchell deposit, the Turquoise Ridge deposit and the North Zone deposit. All the known ore bodies at the mine are hosted in limy sediments, and the mineralized zones extend to depths on the order of a kilometre. High grade mineralization is strongly correlated with the intersection of regional structural fabric and through-going regional structures. Anticlinal folding is also thought to be a mineralizing control. Graphite is ubiquitous throughout much of the property including the ore zones. The presence of the graphite, and of secondary porosity caused by brittle structural deformation, results in high electrical conductivity of the mineralized zones. The high conductivity of the gold mineralization has the potential of making unforeseen ore zones detectable from the surface by deeper-seeing electromagnetic survey techniques. This motivated the acquisition of a large magnetotelluric data-set over the region surrounding the Turquoise Ridge mine.
The overall aim of the project, for which we present a progress report here, is to invert the data from the Turquoise Ridge magnetotelluric survey to produce a three-dimensional conductivity model of the region. In particular, whether or not the zones of enhanced conductivity which are thought to be associated with the mineralization can indeed be detected from the surface, and to what extent their locations and sizes can be determined, are being investigated. Also, it is intended to formalize the steps taken during this project into a methodology that can be applied to subsequent magnetotelluric datasets that may be acquired over similar exploration targets. Last, but not least, this is the first time that the threedimensional inversion program we are using (Farquharson et al., 2002) has been applied to a field data-set, and as such, this project is acting as a further test of this program.
At the time of writing this abstract, this project is still in its early stages. We therefore give only a brief summary of the Turquoise Ridge magnetotelluric data-set, the threedimensional inversion program, and the progress to date of this project. 
The Turquoise Ridge MT data
The magnetotelluric data at Turquoise Ridge were collected by Quantec Consulting using the EMI MT-24 system. Data were primarily acquired along two sets of closely-spaced lines roughly perpendicular to each other resulting in data from a relatively dense grid of stations. Figure 1 shows a map of the station locations. The MT-24 system involves a sequence of along-line electric dipoles, with an across-line dipole after every third or so along-line dipole. In general, time-series of the components of the magnetic field are measured at just one location along a particular line, and then used to derive impedances for all electric field measurement locations along the line. (Time-series from a remote reference location are incorporated in the processing.) Only locations with both along-line and across-line electric field measurements, and hence all four elements of the impedance tensor, are considered here. (Only those locations are shown in Fig. 1 .) The range of frequencies at which data were obtained was from 10 −3 to 10 4 Hz.
Inversion program
The three-dimensional inversion program being used is that of Farquharson et al. (2002) . The approach is the typical one of minimizing an objective function comprising the standard sum-of-squares measure of the amount of structure in the conductivity model and the sum-ofsquares measure of misfit. The nonlinear relationship between the data and the model parameters is approximated by its linear Taylor series expansion. The subsequent linear system of equations which arises from the minimization of the objective function is solved using a pre-conditioned bi-conjugate gradient procedure to give Log 10 apparent resistivity (log 10 Ωm) an update to the model that reduces the objective function. The linear approximation is recomputed using the new model, and the process repeated. The trade-off parameter in the objective function is gradually reduced according to a prescribed cooling-like schedule.
The forward-modelling routine upon which the inversion program is based is the finite-volume, staggered-grid implementation of Haber et al. (2000) , and solves for secondary vector and scalar potentials. The pertinent system of equations is also solved using a pre-conditioned bi-conjugate procedure. This only involves sparse matrixvector products. The actions of the Jacobian matrix and its adjoint on a vector, which are required by the linearization of the inverse problem, are accomplished by solving their defining systems of equations using the same preconditioned bi-conjugate procedure.
Processing & Inversion
The data from the stations with full impedance tenors have been rotated from the local, measurement coordinate systems to a single project-wide coordinate system in which the x-direction is east and the y-direction is north. Log 10 apparent resistivity (log 10 Ωm) Figures 2 & 3 show maps of the apparent resistivities for all four elements of the impedance tensor relative to this coordinate system for a frequency of 7 Hz. The distinct purple area in the lower panel of Fig. 2 , which corresponds to the highest apparent resistivities in the two figures, is associated with a resistive intrusive body immediately to the west of the north-south trending Getchell fault. This fault is one of those along which significant mineralization and high levels of graphite are present. Preliminary inversion runs are currently being performed to verify the rotation of the data into the coordinate system required by the inversion program, and to begin the investigation of which form and combination of data is the best for a three-dimensional problem. The region around the Turquoise Ridge mine has been discretized into 50×38×40 cells, with the cells in the centre having dimensions of 250×250×50 m. These initial inversions are being run for a single frequency (7 Hz), and are for the apparent resistivities & phases corresponding to the offdiagonal elements of the impedance tensor, together and individually, and for the real & imaginary parts of the off-diagonal elements of the impedance tensor, together and individually. Inversion of the diagonal elements by themselves and with the off-diagonal elements will also be investigated.
The next phase of the project, whose results we shall present, is to include data at multiple frequencies so as to build up the conductivity model of the region around the Turquoise Ridge mine, and to identify, locate and investigate the conductive zones corresponding to high graphite levels and mineralization. 
